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How to succeed in the construction business—step-bystepguidelines for estimating To be competitive, contractors
and homebuilders need to know howto generate complete,
accurate estimates for labor and materialcosts. This book
guides readers through the entire estimatingprocess,
explaining in detail how to put together a reliableestimate that
can be used not only for budgeting, but also fordeveloping a
schedule, managing a project, dealing withcontingencies, and
ultimately making a profit. Completely revised and updated to
reflect the new CSIMasterFormat 2010TM system, the
Second Edition of this practicalguide describes estimating
techniques for each building system andhow to apply them
according to the latest industry standards. Costconsiderations
and quantity takeoff and pricing are included forvirtually every
type of work found in residential and lightcommercial projects,
from demolition, concrete, and masonry towindows and
doors, siding, roofing, mechanical and electricalsystems,
finish work, and site construction. Complete with many new
graphics and references to professionalconstruction cost
databases, the new edition provides experiencedcontractors
and novices alike with essential information on: How to
correctly interpret plans and specifications, reflectingupdates
to contract documents since the first edition Computer
estimating techniques and new estimating software
forperforming quantity takeoff The best methods for
conceptual estimating as well as theextremely useful topic of
parametric estimating How to allocate the right amounts for
profit and contingencies,and other hard-to-find professional
guidance How a unit price estimate is built along with labor
issues andbudgeting for subcontractor work
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A practical guide to quantity surveying from a main
contractor's perspective. It covers measurement methodology
(including samples using NRM2 as a guide), highlights the
complex aspects of a contractor's business, reviews the
commercial and contractual management of a construction
project, and provides detailed and practical information on
running a project from commencement through to completion.
Value Management (VM) has been welcomed as a
breakthrough in project management that can greatly
increase the effectiveness of construction expenditure. This
book provides a comprehensive, step-by-step review of
authentic VM procedures, illustrated with examples and
descriptions from the authors' extensive experience as
practising value specialists. In addition to explaining all the
steps that are integral elements of VM studies, it describes
how to set up a VM programme and provides tips to ensure
its success. The book will appeal to advanced students of
construction management and to a wide range of construction
professional.
The script is entitled Building Estimates and Rates Build Up
.and aims at empowering Technical educators, Technical,
Brigades and Community colleges students, Apprentices and
individuals in the building profession with the necessary skill
and knowledge. As an experienced professional in the
building industry, quantity surveyor( building material
estimator) and a former lecturer for technical colleges, I have
realized that there is need to come up with a book that will
help students, apprentices and individual builders to easily
understand the subject of estimating and rates build up to
enable them to apply the skill whenever they have projects.
Currently, individual builders, apprentices, and students find it
difficult to correctly and accurately estimate the quantities of
materials required for proposed projects .Pricing is also a
difficult task for most of them as they do not have an idea of
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how to build up rates. Presently our brigades and technical
colleges do not have a relevant book to deal with Estimates.
Building Estimates and Rates build up provides a solution to
such a problem. The book provides a solution in that it brings
together pure mathematics and practical estimation, to avoid
a situation whereby students end up failing to realize that the
same formulas that are used in Mathematics (math) are
applicable in the estimates. I strongly believe that the book
will be able to even penetrate the international market.

Concentrating exclusively on the auctioning of real
property, this book draws on a wide range of working
auctioneers' experiences. All facets of the auction
process are examined and explained in a logical
step by step sequence. The book contains a wealth
of practical advice and useful tips, together with
comment on the pitfalls and problems that await the
unwary. There are helpful sections giving guidance
and the law on all important aspects including
particulars, price guides, the reserve and bidding.
The third edition of the Quantity Surveyor’s Pocket
Book has been updated in line with NRM1, NRM2
and NRM3, and remains a must-have guide for
students and qualified practitioners. Its focused
coverage of the data, techniques and skills essential
to the quantity surveying role makes it an invaluable
companion for everything from initial cost advice to
the final account stage. Key features and updates
included in this new edition: an up-to-date analysis of
NRM1, 2 and 3; measurement and estimating
examples in NRM2 format; changes in procurement
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practice; changes in professional development,
guidance notes and schemes of work; the increased
use of NEC3 form of contract; the impact of BIM.
This text includes recommended formats for cost
plans, developer’s budgets, financial reports,
financial statements and final accounts. This is the
ideal concise reference for quantity surveyors,
project and commercial managers, and students of
any of the above.
While the construction process still requires
traditional skills, the dynamic nature of construction
demands of its managers improved understanding of
modern business, production and contractual
practices. This well established, core undergraduate
textbook reflects current best practice in the
management of construction projects, with particular
emphasis given to supply chains and networks,
value and risk management, BIM, ICT, project
arrangements, corporate social responsibility,
training, health and welfare and environmental
sustainability. The overall themes for the Eighth
Edition Modern Construction Management are:
Drivers for efficiency: lean construction underpinning
production management and off-site production
methods. Sustainability: reflecting the transition to a
low carbon economy. Corporate Social
Responsibility: embracing health & safety and
employment issues. Modern contractual systems
driving effective procurement Building Information
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Modelling directed towards the improvement of
collaboration in construction management systems
A clearly written and self-contained introductory
textbook that presents the principles of economics
for non-specialist students of the built environment.
Using relevant examples, it shows how economics
can provide a logical framework within which
construction activity can be analysed. The text
assumes no prior exposure to economics and aims
to give readers the confidence to use economics at
the microeconomic and macroeconomic levels.
This book is an introductory text on building measurement
and estimating for simple buildings in Hong Kong, based on
the Hong Kong Standard Method of Measurement of Building
Works 4th Edition Revised 2018 (HKSMM4 Rev 2018). It
provides a toolkit for students and surveying technicians who
are new to the subject. This second edition updates the
contents in line with the HKSMM4 Rev 2018 and incorporates
the latest industry developments such as BIM. The main text
is divided into five parts following the development of a typical
project. Part 1, Building the project team, introduces the team
setup for a typical project. Part 2, Deciding the procurement
strategy, explains the various procurement decisions to be
made by an employer before any cost estimating and
measurement work takes place. Part 3, Preparing for tender,
covers the tendering methods, tender documentation and
approximate estimating techniques used by Quantity
Surveyors. Part 4, Measuring quantities, introduces
measurement principles and HKSMM4 Rev 2018, followed by
a detailed review of the measurement methods for each
major trade, with worked examples. Part 5, Estimating unit
rates, explores the basic techniques for unit rate preparation.
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The book contains worked examples from real Hong Kong
building projects, self-assessment questions, reminders and
points of note. It is essential reading for Hong Kong
construction and surveying students, international Quantity
Surveyors working in the local area and those wanting
international examples of Quantity Surveryors practice.
A textbook for students at undergraduate and equivalent level
taking courses on the built environment. It will appeal in
particular to second level students of construction, building
surveying, quantity surveying and architecture. While
covering the full range of topics normally associated with
building services, the author focuses on the treatment of
energy within the built environment, as this is held to be one
of the chief concerns of building consultants, building and
facilities managers, inspectors and engineers.
This well established book examines the science and
technology of those provisions and services that are required
in the built environment. The main considerations are the
effects of heat, light and sound within buildings. In addition
other essential requirements such as supplies of electricity
and water are discussed. While the basic structure of the
book remains the same in this new edition, all chapters are
revised; some material is rearranged and several new
sections are added.
ESTIMATING FOR RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION, 2E
provides a very visual, reader-friendly introduction to
processes as it details the steps involved in accurately
preparing a cost estimate. In his signature clear,
straightforward writing style, proven author David Pratt
explains how to price excavation and site work, concrete,
carpentry, masonry, plumbing, heating, and electrical work,
as well as the general expenses and sub-trade work. He also
covers the impact of green building practices. The book offers
specifics on how to prepare a bill of materials from a takeoff,
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summarize and prepare a bid for a custom home, assess
markup on an estimate, and review a bid before it is
submitted to the client. It covers the basic math of residential
work early on, devotes an entire chapter to remodeling, and
provides tips of the trade from professionals in every chapter.
In addition, the Second Edition is linked to a Student
Companion Website, where instructors and students can
access spreadsheets to assist in estimating tasks and
problems. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Written for students taking courses in building and
surveying, 'Estimating for Builders and Surveyors'
describes and explains the method used by the
estimator to build up prices or rates for items
described in the SMM7 format. Each chapter is a selfcontained unit related to a particular element in the
building. Worked examples throughout reflect both
traditional and up-to-date technology. Written by an
author team of academics and professional
surveyors, this book continues to be an invaluable
introduction to the subject of estimating.
This book analyses and comments on the 1980 JCT
Standard Form of Building Contract, Private with
Quantities Edition on a clause-by-clause basis,
including notes on interpretation, legal precedents
and information on the alternative editions of the
Standard Form as well as the appropriate
supplements. The third edition of this book
incorporates the amendments published up to the
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end of November 1994 and updates the case law to
include significant, recent precedents which
supplement those included in the first two editions.
Thus, this book will prove of use to many concerned
with building, whether in industry or the professions
commonly encountering problems of interpretation
and implementation of the contract, or as students.
The use of this book is recommended to be in
conjunction with a copy of the appropriate JCT
contract in order that the exact terminology of the
document may be studied together with its
interpretation. This is particularly important in
practical situations where amendments to the
contract vary the standard terms.
New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for
all those men and women who are interested in
scientific discovery, and in its industrial, commercial
and social consequences". The brand's mission is no
different today - for its consumers, New Scientist
reports, explores and interprets the results of human
endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
Estimating for Builders and SurveyorsRoutledge
Companies live or die on the basis of estimating their
costs. Preparing estimates and bidding for new jobs
is a complex and often costly process. There is no
substitute for on the job training -- until now. Drawing
on the authors' combined experience of more than
70 years, Estimating Building Costs presents state-ofthe-art principles, practices, and techniques for
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assessing these expenditures that can be applied
regardless of changes in the costs of materials,
equipment, and labor. The book is an efficient and
practical tool for developing contracts or controlling
project costs. The authors cover the major
components of the direct cost: estimating procedures
and cost trends related to materials, construction
equipment, and skilled and unskilled labor. They
describe various types of building estimates
encountered during the lifecycle of a project, as well
as the role and accuracy of each. The book provides
an overview of the industry, cost indexes in use,
approaches to preparing a detailed estimate, and an
in-depth description of the organization and function
of the estimating group. Including CSI Master Format
and UniFormat codes, estimating forms, a list of
available estimating software packages, a detailed
construction site and investigation report, the book
provides a cost estimating methodology that readers
can tailor to their own organizational needs.
This code of practice, long established as a leading
publication for the construction industry, provides an
authoritative guide to essential principles and good
practice in estimating for building work. The seventh
edition includes new material on estimating strategy,
tendering, procedures and best practice, as well as
the build-up of unit rates of cost, overheads and
profit, and e-commerce.
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